Graphene based resonance structure to enhance the optical pressure between two planar surfaces.
To enhance the optical pressure on a thin dielectric sample, a resonance structure using graphene layers coated over a metal film on a high index prism sputtered with MgF2 was theoretically analyzed. The number of graphene layers and the thicknesses of metal and MgF2 films were optimized to achieve the highest optical pressure on the sample. Effects of three different types of metals on the optical pressure were investigated numerically. In addition, simulations were carried out for samples with various thicknesses. Our numerical results show that the optical pressure increased by more than five orders of magnitude compared to the conventional metal-film-base resonance structure. The highest optical pressure was obtained for 10 layers of graphene deposited on 29-nm thick Au film and 650 nm thickness of MgF2 at 633nm wavelength, The proposed graphene based resonance structure can open new possibilities for optical tweezers, nanomechnical devices and surface plasmon based sensing and imaging techniques.